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Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let A be a finite dimensional algebra
with involution ) over F. We study the asymptotic behavior of the sequence of
n
Ž . Ž .)-codimensions c A, ) of A and we show that Exp A, ) s lim c A , )' Ž .n n“‘ n
Ž .exists and is an integer. We give an explicit way for computing Exp A, ) and as a
consequence we obtain the following characterization of )-simple algebras: A is
Ž .)-simple if and only if Exp A, ) s dim A. Q 2000 Academic PressF
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to determine for any finite dimensional
algebra with involution the exponential growth of its sequence of )-codi-
mensions in characteristic zero.
Let F be a field of characteristic zero and let A be an F-algebra with
Ž .involution ). Let V ) be the space of multilinear polynomials in then
U U Ž .variables x , x , . . . , x , x and let W A, ) be the subspace of multilin-1 1 n n n
Ž .ear )-polynomial identities of A; then the codimension of W A, ) isn
Ž .c A, ) , the nth codimension of A.n
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w xA celebrated theorem of Amitsur 1 states that if an algebra with
involution A satisfies a )-polynomial identity then A satisfies an ordinary
Ž . w xnon-involution polynomial identity. In light of this result in 7 it was
noticed that, as in the ordinary case, if A satisfies a non-trivial )-poly-
Ž . w xnomial identity then c A, ) is exponentially bounded. In 2 an explicitn
Ž .exponential bound for c A, ) was exhibited and this in turn gave a newn
proof of Amitsur's theorem where now the degree of an ordinary identity
for A is related to the degree of a given )-identity of A.
w xWe should also mention that in 10 we characterized finite dimensional
Ž .algebras A such that c A, ) is polynomially bounded in terms of then
representation theory of the hyperoctahedral group H .n
Ž . w xThe asymptotic behavior of c A, ) was determined in 4 in casen
Ž .A s M F is the algebra of k = k matrices over F and ) is either thek
Ž Ž . .transpose or the symplectic involution. It turns out that c M F , )n k
, Cntk 2 n for some explicit constants C and t. This result was achievedn“‘
by proving that the )-trace codimensions and the )-codimensions are
w xasymptotically equal and then combining a result of Loday and Procesi 12
Ž .on the )-trace identities of M F with some asymptotic computations ofk
w xRegev 13 .
Here we shall determine the exponential behavior of the sequence
Ž .c A, ) for any finite-dimensional algebra A. To do so, we definen
n n
Exp A , ) s lim sup c A , ) , Exp A , ) s lim inf c A , )' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
n“‘n“‘
and, in case of equality,
Exp A , ) s Exp A , ) s Exp A , ) .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Let c A denote the usual without ) nth codimension of the algebra An
Ž . w x w xand let Exp A denote the corresponding exponential growth. In 8 and 9
Ž .it was proved that for any PI-algebra A, Exp A exists and is an integer.
w xBy exploiting the methods of 8 we shall prove that if A is finite
Ž .dimensional, Exp A, ) exists and can be explicitly computed: suppose
that F is algebraically closed and write A s B q J, where B s BU is a
maximal semisimple subalgebra and J is the Jacobson radical of A. Then
Ž . Ž Ž i. Ž i.. Ž i. Ž i.Exp A, ) s max dim C q ??? qC , where C , . . . , C are distincti F 1 t 1 ti i
)-simple subalgebras of B and C Ž i.JC Ž i.J ??? JC Ž i. / 0. When F is an1 2 t i
arbitrary field of characteristic zero, among other consequences we shall
Ž .prove that for a finite dimensional )-simple F-algebra A, Exp A, ) s
q Ž .qqdim A, where Z s Z A is the symmetric center of A. It is worthZ
Ž Ž . .mentioning that in light of this result, the equality Exp M F , ) sk
Ž Ž .. Ž . w xExp M F s dim M F obtained in 4 is actually characterizing finitek F k
dimensional simple algebras with involution of the first kind i.e., Zqs Z.
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Finally we remark that to compute the exponential behavior of arbitrary
algebras with involution A seems to be not an easy task at present; in the
Ž . Ž w x.ordinary non-involution case by a basic reduction of Kemer see 11 it is
enough to study identities of the Grassmann envelope of a finite dimen-
sional Z -graded algebra. Unfortunately a similar reduction is not avail-2
able for algebras with involution at present.
2. CODIMENSIONS AND COCHARACTERS
Throughout F is a field of characteristic zero and A is an F-algebra
q  < U4 y  < U4with involution ). Let A s a g A a s a and A s a g A a s ya
be the sets of symmetric and skew elements of A, respectively.
² : ² U U :We let F X, ) s F x , x , x , x , . . . be the free algebra with involu-1 1 2 2
Ž U U . ² :tion ) of countable rank. Recall that f x , x , . . . , x , x g F X, ) is a1 1 n n
Ž U U .)-polynomial identity for A if f a , a , . . . , a , a s 0 for all a , . . . , a g1 1 n n 1 n
Ž .A. Let Id A, ) denote the ideal of all )-polynomial identities of A and
Ž . Ulet V ) denote the space of multilinear )-polynomials in x , x , . . . , x ,n 1 1 n
xU. If we set s s x q xU and k s x y xU , i s 1, 2, . . . , then, sincen i i i i i i
Ž .char F / 2, it is useful to write V ) asn
<V ) s Span w ??? w s g S , w s s or w s k , i s 1, . . . , n .Ž .  4n F s Ž1. s Žn. n i i i i
Let H be the hyperoctahedral group. Recall that H s Z ; S is then n 2 n
 4wreath product of Z s 1, ) , the multiplicative group of order 2, and S .2 n
Ž .We write the elements of H as a , . . . , a ; s , where a g Z , s g S .n 1 n i 2 n
Ž . Ž w x. Ž .The group H acts on V ) as follows see 5 : for h s a , . . . , a ; s gn n 1 n
H define hs s s , hk s k as Ž i. s "k and then extend this actionn i s Ž i. i s Ž i. s Ž i.
Ž . Ž . Ž .diagonally to V ) . Since V ) l Id A, ) is invariant under this action,n n
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .we view V ) r V ) l Id A, ) as an H -module. Its character x A, )n n n n
is called the nth )-cocharacter of A and
c A , ) s x A , ) 1 s dim V ) r V ) l Id A , )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n F n n
is the nth )-codimension of A.
Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible
Ž .H -characters and pairs of partitions l, m , where l & r, m & n y r, forn
all r s 0, 1, . . . , n. If x denotes the irreducible H -character corre-l, m n
Ž .sponding to l, m , we write
n
x A , ) s m x ,Ž . Ý Ýn l , m l , m
rs0 l&r
m&nyr
where m G 0 are the corresponding multiplicities.l, m
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For r s 0, . . . , n, we let
<V s Span w ??? w s g S ,w s s for i s 1, . . . , r andr , nyr s Ž1. s Žn. n i i
w s k for i s r q 1, . . . , n4i i
be the space of multilinear polynomials in s , . . . , s , k , . . . , k .1 r rq1 n
To simplify the notation, in the sequel we shall write y , y j and z , z j fori i i i
symmetric and skew symmetric variables, respectively, that are indepen-
dent from each other. Therefore if we let s s y , . . . , s s y and k s1 1 r r rq1
z , . . . , k s z , then1 n nyr
V s the space of multilinear polynomials in y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z .r , nyr 1 r 1 nyr
Ž . Ž .It is clear that to study V ) l Id A, ) it is enough to study V ln r , nyr
Ž .Id A, ) for all r.
If we let S act on the symmetric variables y , . . . , y and S actr 1 r nyr
on the skew variables z , . . . , z , we obtain an action of S = S on1 nyr r nyr
Ž Ž ..V and V r V l Id A, ) is a left S = S -module. Letr , nyr r , nyr r , nyr r nyr
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .c A, ) be its character and let c A, ) s c A, ) 1 sr , nyr r , nyr r , nyr
Ž Ž ..dim V r V l Id A, ) .F r , nyr r , nyr
It is well known that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
Ž .irreducible S = S -characters and pairs of partitions l, m such thatr nyr
l & r, m & n y r. For any partition n of an integer t let x be then
corresponding irreducible S -character. Then x m x is the irreduciblet l m
Ž .S = S -character associated to the pair l, m . The following resultr nyr
holds
w xTHEOREM 1 5, Theorem 1.3 . Let A be a PI-algebra with in¤olution;
then, for all r F n,
n
x A , ) s m x andŽ . Ý Ýn l , m l , m
rs0 l&r
m&nyr
c A , ) s m x m x .Ž . Ž .Ýr , nyr l , m l m
l&r
m&nyr
Moreo¤er
n
nc A , ) s c A , ) .Ž . Ž .Ýn r , nyrž /r
rs0
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Ž .3. GUESSING Exp A, )
Throughout A will be a finite dimensional algebra with involution over
the field F. We write A s B q J, where B is a maximal semisimple
Ž .subalgebra of A and J s J A is the Jacobson radical of A. Clearly
U w x UJ s J and, according to 10, Theorem 4 we may assume that also B s B
is stable under the involution. Write B s B [ ??? [ B where B , . . . , B1 m 1 m
are )-simple algebras. Recall that for each s 1, . . . , m either B is a finitei
dimensional simple algebra with induced involution or B ( C [ Cop,i
where C is a simple homomorphic image of B and ) on C [ Cop is thei
Ž .U Ž . Ž w x.exchange involution a, b s b, a see 14, Proposition 2.13.24 .
Ž .We now define an integer d s d A in the following way: we consider
all possible nonzero products of the type
C JC J ??? C JC / 0,1 2 ky1 k
 4where C , . . . , C are distinct subalgebras from the set B , . . . , B and1 k 1 m
Ž .k G 1 if k s 1 this means that C s B for some 1 F i F n . We then1 i
Ž .define d s d A to be the maximal dimension of a subalgebra C q ??? qC1 k
satisfying the above inequality. We shall prove that in case F is alge-
Ž .braically closed, d coincides with Exp A, ) .
We note that if B , . . . , B are not necessarily distinct among the B 'si i j1 t
Ž . Ž w x.and B JB J ??? JB / 0 then dim B q ??? qB F d see 8, Lemma 3 .i i i i i1 2 t 1 t
4. MULTIALTERNATING POLYNOMIALS
Ž .LEMMA 1. Let t G 0, a q b ) d, and f y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , x , . . . , x1 a 1 b 1 t
 4  4be a multilinear polynomial alternating on y , . . . , y and on z , . . . , z . If1 a 1 b
q y Žy , . . . , y g B , z , . . . , z g B , x , . . . , x g A then f y , . . . , y , z , . . . ,1 a 1 b 1 t 1 a 1
.z , x , . . . , x s 0.b 1 t
Proof. For each i s 1, . . . , m, let E s Eq j Ey be a basis of B ,i i i i
where Eq and Ey are sets of symmetric and skew elements, respectively.i i
Then E s D E s Eqj Ey is a basis of B, where Eqs D Eq andi i
Eys D Ey. Since f is multilinear, it is enough to evaluate f on a basis ofi
w xA. The proof is similar to the proof of 8, Lemma 3 . If all the variables in f
are basis elements of B, then, since B B s 0 for i / j we will get a zeroi j
value unless all elements come from one )-simple component, say B . Int
< q<this case, since dim B - d and a q b ) d, then either a ) E or b )t t
< y<E . Since f is alternating in the y 's and the z 's then the value of f willt i i
still be zero. Therefore, to get a non-zero value of f we should evaluate at
least one variable on elements of J. This case also leads to a zero value of
Ž w x.f by the maximality of d see details in 8, Lemma 3 .
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For any partition l of an integer t and a Young tableau T we let Rl Tl
and C be the subgroups of row and column permutations of T , respec-T ll
Ž .tively; then e s Ý sgn t st is an essential idempotent of FST s g R , t g C tl T Tl
and FS e is a minimal left ideal of FS .t T tl
Let l & r, m & n y r, and W be a left irreducible S = S -module;l, m r nyr
if T is a tableau of shape l and T is a tableau of shape m, thenl m
Ž .W ( F S = S e e , where S and S act on disjoint sets ofl, m r nyr T T r nyrl m
integers.
X Ž X X .For a partition l we denote with l s l , l , . . . the conjugate parti-1 2
tion of l.
REMARK 1. Let l & r, m & n y r, and W : V be a left irre-l, m r , nyr
ducible S = S -module. Then there exists f g W such thatr nyr l, m
f s f y1 , . . . , y1X , y2 , . . . , y2X , . . . , z1 , . . . , z1X , z 2 , . . . , z 2X , . . .Ž .1 l 1 l 1 m 1 m1 2 1 2
 i i 4  j j 4X Xand f is alternating on each set of ¤ariables y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , 1 F i F1 l 1 mi j
l , 1 F j F m .1 1
Proof. Let f g W be a non-zero polynomial. Then there exist0 l, m
tableaux T , T such that g s e e f / 0. Denotel m T T 0l m
f s sgn t sgn r g .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
tgC rgCT Tl m
Then f is a polynomial with the prescribed property.
5. THE UPPER BOUND
Ž . XRecall that for a partition l, h l s l is the height of the correspond-1
ing diagram.
LEMMA 2. Let l & r, m & n y r, and W : V be a left irreduciblel, m r , nyr
Ž . Ž . q Ž .S = S -module. If W › V l Id A, ) , then h l F dim A , h mr nyr l, m r , nyr
F dim Ay, and lX q mX F d, where J lq1 s 0. Moreo¤er dim W Flq1 lq1 l, m
aŽ X . rŽ X .ny rn l m for some a G 1.lq1 lq1
Proof. Let f be the polynomial described in the previous remark.
Ž .  1 1 4XClearly W s F S = S f. Since f is alternating on y , . . . , y , itl, m r nyr 1 l1X Ž . q Ž . yfollows that l s h l F dim A . Similarly, h m F dim A . Suppose that1
lX q mX ) d. Then lX q mX ) d for all i s 1, . . . , l and, by the previ-lq1 lq1 i i
ous lemma, since f is not a )-identity for A, in each set of variables
 i i i i 4X Xy , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , 1 F i F l q 1, we must substitute at least one1 l 1 mi i
element from J. But J lq1 s 0 leads to f being a )-identity for A.
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Let dim Aqs p and dim Ays q. From the hook formula for the de-
grees of the irreducible representations of the symmetric group it follows
Ž . plŽ X . r Ž . qlŽ X .ny rthat x 1 F n l and x 1 F n m . Therefore dim W sl lq1 m lq1 l, m
X Xplqql r nyrŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .x 1 x 1 F n l m .l m lq1 lq1
THEOREM 2. If A is a finite dimensional algebra with in¤olution o¤er F
Ž . t nand d is the integer defined abo¤e, then c A, ) F an d , for some constantsn
a, t.
X Ž .Proof. For a partition l let us write l s t l . From the previouslq1
lemma we have
c A , ) s m x m x .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýr , nyr l , m l m
Ž . Ž . l&r0Ft l qt m Fd
m&nyr
Hence, for some constant a ,
r nyrac A , ) F m n t l t m .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýr , nyr l , m
Ž . Ž . l&r0Ft l qt m Fd
m&nyr
w xSince by 3 the multiplicities m are polynomially bounded, from Theo-l, m
rem 1 we get
n n
n nb r nyrc A , ) s c A , ) F an t tŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ýn r , nyr 1 2ž / ž /r r
rs0 t qt Fd rs01 2
t , t G01 2
nb b ns an t q t F an dd .Ž .Ý 1 2
t qt Fd1 2
t , t G01 2
6. CENTRAL POLYNOMIALS
The existence of multialternating central polynomials for k = k matrices
w xproved in 6 easily leads to the following
LEMMA 3. Let C be a finite dimensional central )-simple algebra o¤er F,
dim Cqs p and dim Cys q. For all m G 1 there exists a multilinear polyno-
mial
f s f y1 , . . . , y1 , . . . , y2 m , . . . , y2 m , z1 , . . . , z1 , . . . , z 2 m , . . . , z 2 mŽ .1 p 1 p 1 q 1 q
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such that
Ž .  i i 41 f is alternating on each set of ¤ariables y , . . . , y , 1 F i F 2m,1 p
 j j 4and z , . . . , z , 1 F j F 2m;1 q
j q j y 1 2 m 1 2 mŽ . Ž .2 there exist y g C , z g C such that f y , . . . , y , z , . . . , zi i 1 p 1 q
s 1 .C
w xProof. Suppose first that C is simple. By 6 for every m G 1 there
Ž 1 1 2 m 2 m .exists a multilinear polynomial f x , . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . , x alternat-1 pqq 1 pqq
 i i 4ing on each set of variables x , . . . , x , 1 F i F 2m, and f is a central1 pqq
polynomial for C. Since p q q s dim C it is clear that f can be viewed as
alternating on 2m disjoint sets of symmetric or skew variables.
In case C s C [ Cop with exchange involution and C simple, then1 1 1
p s q s dim C and the polynomial1
f y1 , . . . , y1 , . . . , y2 m , . . . , y2 m f z1 , . . . , z1 , . . . , z 2 m , . . . , z 2 mŽ . Ž .1 p 1 p 1 p 1 p
is the required one.
The polynomials found in the previous lemma will now be ``glued
together'' to find multialternating polynomials of suitable degree non-
vanishing in a finite dimensional algebra.
LEMMA 4. Let F be algebraically closed and let A be a finite dimensional
algebra o¤er F. Let C JC J ??? C JC / 0, where C , . . . , C are distinct1 2 ky1 k 1 k
)-simple subalgebras of A and C q ??? qC s C [ ??? [ C . If p s1 k 1 k
Ž .q Ž .ydim C q ??? qC , q s dim C q ??? qC , then for all m G 1 there1 k 1 k
exists a multilinear polynomial
f s f y1 , . . . , y1 , . . . , y2 m , . . . , y2 m , z1 , . . . , z1 , . . . , z 2 m , . . . ,Ž 1 p 1 p 1 q 1
z 2 m , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z .q 1 2 k 1 2 k
such that
Ž .  i i 41 f is alternating on each set of ¤ariables y , . . . , y , 1 F i F 2m,1 p
 j j 4and z , . . . , z , 1 F j F 2m;1 q
j q j y qŽ . Ž . Ž .2 there exist y g C q ??? qC , z g C q ??? qC , y g A ,i 1 k i 1 k i
y 1 2 m 1 2 mŽ .z g A such that f y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z / 0.i 1 p 1 q 1 2 k 1 2 k
Proof. For every i s 1, . . . , k, let p s dim Cq , q s dim Cy , and leti i i i
f s f y1 , . . . , y1 , . . . , y2 m , . . . , y2 m , z1 , . . . , z1 , . . . , z 2 m , . . . , z 2 mŽ .i i i , 1 i , p i , 1 i , p i , 1 i , q i , 1 i , qi i i i
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be the polynomial constructed in the previous lemma. We let
Ä X X X Xf s A ??? A A ??? A x f x x f ??? x f x x f ,1 2 m 1 2 m 1 1 1 2 2 ky1 ky1 ky1 k k
where A means alternation on the p variables y i , . . . , y i , . . . , y i ,i 1, 1 1, p k , 11
. . . , y i and AX means alternation on the q variables z i , . . . , z i , . . . ,k , p i 1, 1 1, qk 1
z i , . . . , z i .k , 1 k , qk
We note that each polynomial f corresponds to a pair of tableauxi
Ž .P , Q , where P is a 2m = p rectangle, Q is a 2m = q rectangle, andi i i i i i
ÄŽ .the variables in each column of P resp. Q are alternating. Now, fi i
Ž . Žcorresponds to the pair P, Q obtained by gluing the rectangles P resp.i
.Q one on top of the other and by alternating the variables in thei
columns; hence A is alternation on the variables in the jth column of Pj
and AX is alternation on the variables in the jth column of Q.j
Ž .Since C JC J ??? C JC / 0, let c g C 1 F i F k , b , . . . , b g J1 2 ky1 k i i 1 ky1
be such that c b c b ??? b c / 0.1 1 2 2 ky1 k
t q t yFor every i s 1, . . . , k, let y g C , z g C be such thati, j i i, j i
1 2 m 1 2 mf y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z s 1 .i i , 1 i , p i , 1 i , q Cž /i i i
Notice that since C C s 0 for i / j, when evaluating the variables y and zi j
Ž .on the C 's, alternation on the columns of the rectangle P resp. Q can bei
Žreplaced with alternation on the columns of each subrectangle P resp.i
.Q . Hencei
1 2 m 1 2 mÄf y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , c , . . . , c , b , . . . , b1, 1 k , p 1, 1 k , q 1 k 1 ky1ž /k k
2 ms p ! ??? p !q ! ??? q ! c f b c f b ??? c f b c fŽ .1 k 1 k 1 1 1 2 2 2 ky1 ky1 ky1 k k
2 ms p ! ??? p !q ! ??? q ! c b c ??? b c / 0.Ž .1 k 1 k 1 1 2 ky1 k
We may clearly assume that c , b , . . . , b , c g Aqj Ay; suppose that1 1 ky1 k
k of them are symmetric and k of them are skew, k q k s 2k y 1.1 2 1 2
Then
Ä 1 2 m 1 2 mf s f y , . . . , y , z , . . . , z , y , . . . , y , z , . . . , zŽ .1, 1 k , p 1, 1 k , q 1 k 1 kk k 1 2
? y ??? y z ??? zk q1 2 k k q1 2 k1 2
does not vanish in A and is the desired polynomial.
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7. THE LOWER BOUND
We are now in a position to find the lower bound for the exponential
growth of the )-codimensions.
THEOREM 3. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra with in¤olution o¤er
the algebraically closed field F and let d be the integer defined in Section 3.
Ž . b nThen c A, ) G an d , for some constants a, b.n
Proof. Let A s B q J and C , . . . , C distinct )-simple subalgebras of1 k
Ž .qB such that C JC J ??? C JC / 0. Let p s dim C q ??? qC , q s1 2 ky1 k 1 k
Ž .ydim C q ??? qC ; then d s p q q.1 k
Let n G 2 d q 4k and divide n y 4k by 2 d; then there exist m, t such
Ž .that n y 4k s 2md q t, 0 F t - 2 d. Thus n s 2m p q q q 4k q t.
Write s s 2mp q 2k q t, 0 F t - 2 d, n y s s 2mq q 2k. If f is the
polynomial of the previous lemma of total degree 2mp q 2mq q 4k, then
the polynomial g s fy ??? y g V and g is not a )-identity for2 kq1 2 kqt s, nys
ŽA we may make suitable substitutions for the extra variables: note that f
has non-zero value which belongs to C J ??? JC , hence we can take1 k
.y s ??? s y s 1 .2 kq1 2 kqt Ck
We let the group G s S = S act on g by letting S act on the2 m p 2 m q 2 m p
symmetric variables y l and S act on the skew variables z l. Let M bei 2 m q i
the G-submodule of V generated by g. By complete reducibility Ms, nys
Ž .contains an irreducible G-submodule of the form W s FGe e g , forl, m T Tl m
some tableaux T and T , where l & 2mp and m & 2mq.l m
Ž .Let l l be the length of the first row of l. Note that for every
Ž .t g S , t g is still alternating on 2m disjoint sets of symmetric vari-2 m p
Ž .ables, and Ý s acts by symmetrizing l l variables. It follows that ifs g RTlŽ . Ž . Ž .l l ) 2m then e g s 0, a contradiction. Similarly for l m . ThereforeTl
Ž . Ž .l l F 2m and l m F 2m.
Ž .Suppose now that l has height h l ) p. From the previous lemma we
Ž .know that f hence g takes a non-zero value on A after replacing the
j q Ž .qvariables y with suitable elements from C s C q ??? qC . Sincei 1 k
q Ž .dim C s p, the polynomial e g vanishes on A since it is alternating onTl
Ž . Ž .p q 1 variables. Hence h l F p. Similarly h m F q.
We have proved that M contains an irreducible G-submodule of the
ŽŽ . p. ŽŽ .q.form W , where l s 2m and m s 2m are two rectangles.l, m
Ž .Ž . Ž .bŽ .bX 2 m p 2 m qRecall that as m “ ‘, deg x deg x , a 2mp 2mq p q forl m
some negative constants b, bX and some a. It follows that
c A , ) G dim W G ncp2 m pq2 m q .Ž .s , nys l , m
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Therefore we have
n
n nc A , ) s c A , ) G c A , )Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn r , nyr s , nysž / ž /r s
rs0
n!
c 2 m p 2 m qG n p q .
s! n y s !Ž .
Recalling that s s 2mp q 2k q t and n y s s 2mq q 2k, hence
n! 2mp q 2mq !Ž .
G
s! n y s ! 2mp ! 2mq !Ž . Ž . Ž .
and by Stirling formula we get
2 m pq2 m q2mp q 2mqŽ . 2 m pq2 m qa 2 m p 2 m q ac A , ) Gn p q s n p q qŽ . Ž .n 2 m p 2 m q2mp 2mqŽ . Ž .
na a ns an p q q s an d ,Ž .
yŽ4 kqt .Ž .where a s p q q is a constant.
8. CONSEQUENCES
We record two immediate consequences of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.
COROLLARY 1. If A is a finite dimensional algebra with in¤olution o¤er
Ž .the field F, then Exp A, ) exists and is an integer F dim A.F
ŽNote that the procedure of algebraic closure of the ground field does
.not affect the nth codimension.
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra with in¤olution o¤er
the algebraically closed field F and let B s BU be a maximal semisimple
Ž . Ž Ž i. Ž i..subalgebra of A. Then Exp A, ) s max dim C q ??? qC , wherei F 1 t i
C Ž i., . . . , C Ž i. are distinct )-simple subalgebras of B and C Ž i.JC Ž i.J ??? JC Ž i.1 t 1 2 ti i
/ 0.
Let F be the algebraic closure of the field F. For an algebra with
Ž .involution A over F we let Z s Z A be the center of A and let
q Ž .q qZ s Z A s Z l A be the symmetric center of A. Next two results
Ž .give an exact estimate of Exp A, ) in the case of simple or semisimple
algebras.
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COROLLARY 3. Let A be a finite dimensional )-simple algebra with
Ž . qin¤olution o¤er F. Then Exp A, ) s dim A.Z
Proof. Suppose first that A is simple.
If Zqs Z then
w xZ : F
A m F ( Z m F ,Ž .[F Z i
is1
where F ( F and A m F is a central simple algebra over F with inducedi Z i
involution. Moreover
w x w xZ : F dim A s dim A s dim A m F s Z : F dim A m F .Ž . Ž .Z F F F F Z i
Ž . ŽFrom Corollary 2 it follows that dim A s dim A m F s Exp A mZ F Z i F
. Ž .F, ) s Exp A, ) .
In case Zq/ Z, i.e., ) is an involution of the second kind, then
qŽ . U qZ s Z a with a s ya g Z is a quadratic extension of Z and
qZ m F ( F [ F with exchange involution. HenceZ
q qA m F ( A m Z m F ( A m F [ F ( A m F [ A m FŽ . Ž . Ž .Z Z Z Z Z Z
Ž .U U Uwith involution given by a m f q b m f s b m f q a m f . As above1 2 1 2
it follows that
w q x w q xZ : F Z : F
q qA m F ( A m F ( A m FŽ .[ [F Z i Z iž /is1 is1
w q xZ : F
( A m F [ A m F ,Ž .[ Z i Z i
is1
qw xwhere, for i s 1, . . . , Z : F , F ( F and A m F [ A m F is a )-sim-i Z i Z i
ple algebra with exchange involution. As in the previous case it follows
that
qdim A s dim A m F [ A m F s Exp A m F , ) s Exp A , ) .Ž .Ž .Ž .Z F Z i Z i F
Suppose now that A is not simple. Then A ( C [ Cop, where C is
q Ž .qsimple and ) is the exchange involution. In this case since Z s Z A (
Ž .Z C , we get
w Ž . xZ C : F
opA m F ( C m F [ C m F ,[ ž / ž /F ZŽC . i ZŽC . i
is1
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opŽ . Ž .where F ( F and C m F [ C m F is )-simple over F withi ZŽC . i ZŽC . i
exchange involution. Thus as before we get
qdim A s dim A m F [ A m F s Exp A m F , ) s Exp A , ) .Ž .Ž .Ž .Z F Z i Z i F
COROLLARY 4. Let A be a finite dimensional semisimple algebra with
in¤olution o¤er F. If A s [ A is the decomposition of A into )-simpleii
Ž . q Ž . qqsubalgebras, then Exp A, ) s max dim A , where Z s Z A l A isi Z i i i ii
the symmetric center of A .i
Ž .Proof. We have A m F ( [ A m F and by the previous corollaryF i F
A m F ( B [ ??? [ B , where B ( ??? ( B are )-simple algebrasi F i1 i t i1 i ti iqw x Ž . Žcentral over F and t s Z : F . It follows that Exp A, ) s Exp A mi i F
. qF, ) s max dim B ; since dim A s dim B , the conclusion of thei F i1 Z i F i1i
corollary now follows.
COROLLARY 5. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra with in¤olution o¤er
Ž . qF. Then Exp A, ) s dim A if and only if A is )-simple and F s Z .F
Ž .Proof. In light of Corollary 3 we only need to show that Exp A, ) s
qdim A implies A )-simple and F s Z . Let A s A m F with inducedF F
Ž . Ž .involution. Then dim A s dim A s Exp A, ) s Exp A, ) . If A isF F
Ž .nilpotent, then Exp A, ) s 0, a contradiction. Hence A contains a maxi-
Umal semisimple subalgebra B s B and by the previous corollary dim AF
Ž .s Exp A, ) s dim B for a suitable )-simple subalgebra B of B.F i i
Hence A s B is )-simple. This implies that A is )-simple and byi
qŽ . qCorollary 3 dim A s Exp A, ) s dim A implies F s Z .F Z
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